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TO IN THE MIX

Dear Customer,
Welcome back to another edition of In the Mix.
Spring is well underway, so let’s keep our fingers
crossed that the weather is kind to us! This time
of year is perfect for starting to experiment
with some unique flavours and ingredients
which are more easily accessible during the
warmer months.
As usual, you can expect to find some exciting and
interesting news from the baking industry, with
features including the trends we are seeing take over
savoury baking plus some ideas you can try to create
a slightly unique loaf of bread.
Get ready for plenty of superb offers at the rear of
the publication. This month sees some great deals on a
range of products including giant biscuits (the perfect
treat!), scone mixes and some bulk buy deals. Be quick
though, when they’re gone, they’re gone!
From everybody at BAKO; we hope you’ve been
enjoying a busy and successful Spring!
Best Wishes,

Editor
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MARKET REPORT

FRANK’S

MARKET REPORT
DAIRY

DRIED FRUIT

NUTS & SEEDS

UK milk production continues to
be strong with record highs for Q1 2019.
Although the number of dairy farmers
and herd size has decreased, yields
have improved.

Prices for USA products are
starting to drop in an attempt to win
back market share lost to Turkey, China
and other producing countries in the
southern hemisphere.

Almonds

Both SMP and butter prices
eased slightly during March
and are fairly stable at present
with trading ahead of
expected falls in price.

OILS AND FATS
Rapeseed Oil
The Rapeseed Oil market is clearly
showing signs of a lack of direction. It is
now widely believed that China will stop
buying Canadian Canola altogether.
This obviously caused prices to move
lower, as has been the case on the
Soybean Oil market. It is expected that
more shipments from Canada will come
in to the EU and this should help the
nearby tightness and remove the inverse
in prices at the top of the market.

Going forward the focus will
be on the next crop year and
how this develops. We know it
is going to be smaller in terms
of acreage but as the plants start to
flower, we should start to get indications
on growth and subsequently yield.
Palm Oil
Buyers have been taking advantage of
what seem to be very low prices. One of
the leading market analysts reported
that Palm Oil is undervalued compared
to other oils. This naturally caused some
buying interest. There has also been
some dry weather in both Indonesia and
Malaysia, which could in turn effect yields
but we will not see this until 2020.

However, there has been a lack
of rainfall in some key growing
areas and this could hamper
yield figures and subsequently
support prices. In summary, stocks still
remain vast but production and export
figures could provide some short term
support to prices.

In Turkey, raw material prices continue
strengthening due to limited supply.
We are on a critical stage for new crop
where a strong frost can damage the
vines, this is expected to clear by the end
of April.
A heatwave in Australia has seriously
reduced crop production estimations.
According to the Dried Fruits Australia
(DFA) industry group, prices are likely to
be around 10-20% up year-on-year due to
the rise on production costs.

Shipments for South African
product have already
started to reach Europe,
nevertheless the product
on offer was much less than expected
especially for currants.

Prices have firmed again in response
to colder weather and bad frost
which has affected growing regions
in both Spain and California. Parts of
Spain have been particularly harmed
as the frost caught trees that have
already bloomed.

Market movement in
March has been sluggish
in Europe.
COCOA
Future market prices rose 4.7% in
London and 5.1% in New York due to
industry buying and short covering
of the speculators.

Although Ivory Coast
and Ghana yet have to
market important parts
of their forward crop,
explosive fund buying could push
up prices further.
COCONUT

FLOUR
Globally, grain markets have
continued to have a bearish tone.
Following some market correction from
the previous week, global grain futures
mainly tracked sideways, with little bullish
influencing news or events last week
(to Friday 5th April).

The flat to bearish tone has
continued as global wheat
futures continued to mostly
move sideways. There have been little
global weather concerns for the new
crop weighing on markets as conditions
in the US, Black Sea and Europe are all
largely favourable.

The desiccated coconut market
continues flat. Market forces of
supply and demand are more or
less even and the crops continue
benefiting with reasonable good
weather in all producing countries.

On the other hand, liquid
coconut products are
being affected with
shortages of raw material since the
last month and the expectation is
for continued difficulties over the
next 2-3 months.

ENERGY
Oil prices closed March at their highest
level so far in 2019, with Brent crude
approaching $70 a barrel, on the
prospect that more sanctions against
Iran and further Venezuelan disruptions
could deepen an OPEC-led supply cut.

Oil prices have seen a steady
increase during March with
Brent Crude increasing from
$66.3 per barrel to $69.

*This information is the opinion of Frank Wade with data support from Mintec. BAKO North Western Group cannot be
held responsible for any decisions based on this information.
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Summer lovin’ recipes
Delight customers this summer season with a host of recipes from Bakels, all made using some of
bakers’ favourite Bakels ingredients.

Raspberry & Mint Cupcakes

Kiwi & Passion Fruit Pavlova

kg

Key Lime Pie

kg

kg

Multimix Cake Base

1.000

Actiwhite

0.100

Cheesecake Mix

1.000

Water

0.230

Water

1.000

Water

0.350

Egg

0.365

Sugar

2.000

Lime juice

0.350

Oil

0.300

Instant Cream

0.200

Digestive Biscuit Crumb

1.000

White Fudgice

0.750

Chilled water

0.250

Melted butter

0.200

Butter

0.250

Mint flavouring

0.002
TOTAL

3.550

TOTAL

2.900

2.897

1. Using a beater, blend all
ingredients together for 1 minute on
slow speed.
2. Scrape down.
3. Beat on second speed for 5
minutes.
4. Scale at 40g into cupcake cases.
5. Bake at 180 C (375 F) for
approximately 20-25 minutes.
0

TOTAL

0

6. Once baked, use a cupcake
corer and remove the centre of the
cupcake.
7. Use Bakbel Raspberry Fruit Filling
70% or similar to fill the void in the
cupcake.
8. Blend White Fudgice with the
butter and mint flavouring. Pipe on
top of the cupcakes.
9. Finish with fresh raspberries and
mint.

1. Dissolve Actiwhite in the water and allow to
soak for 5-10 minutes.
2. Add half the quantity of sugar, whip on
top speed to full volume and fold in the
remaining sugar.
3. On a silicone paper lined tray, scoop the
meringue mixture into a large round.
4. Dry the meringues in the usual way at low
temperature, approximately 100-1200C (2102500F).
5. Whisk the water and Instant Cream for 3-4
minutes on top speed.
6. Cover the base of the meringue with
Bakbel Passionfruit Pastryfill or similar.
7. Top the passion fruit with a large dollop of
Instant Cream and spread to cover.
8. Peel and slice kiwis and decorate the top
of the pavolva.

1. Make up biscuit crumb by
blending together Digestive Biscuit
Crumb and melted butter.
2. Place the crumb into a
cheesecake ring and press down
evenly, then chill to firm up.
3. Using a whisk, blend Cheesecake
Mix together with water and lime
juice for 5 minutes on top speed.
4. Deposit on top of the biscuit
crumb, making sure the top is level.
Place in the fridge to set up for
minimum 1 hour (can also be frozen
at this stage).
5. Remove the cheesecake ring.
6. Slice fresh limes to decorate, and
finish with grated lime zest.

9. Mix Bakbel Passionfruit Pastryfill or similar
with water and drizzle over the top.

Need more summer inspiration? Visit our website - www.britishbakels.co.uk

Multimix Cake Base - 60500 - 12.5kg
White Fudgice - 60494 - 10kg
Actiwhite - 60175 - 2kg
Instant Cream - 65620 - 10 x 700g
Cheesecake Mix - 77121 - 12.5kg
Digestive Biscuit Crumb - 60146 - 10kg

www.britishbakels.co.uk
01869 356400
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BREAD KNOW HOW
Bridor offers a wide selection of crispy golden baguettes
and stone-baked loaves and rolls, destined for hotel and
catering professionals. The range includes prestigious
recipes crafted by master bakers from the Lenôtre
School in Paris. They help make Bridor a renowned
provider of bread and pastries to delight the taste buds
of even the most discerning gourmets.
The recent launch of a range of Bridor by Lalos traditional
loaves has been a resounding success. These outstanding
products are suitable for any establishment looking to
offer high-quality products. Bridor takes the greatest
care in selecting its flour – this must be of at least T65
category – to ensure high-quality deep-frozen bread made
as traditionally as possible. Bridor is constantly engaged
in research, devising products that are a skilful blend of
health and wellbeing.

VIENNESE PASTRY KNOW HOW
Products made using unique recipes created by master
bakers
As a staunch defender and promoter of gourmet foods,
Bridor de France chooses to follow the finest traditions
of French baking, with a firm positioning and clear
commitments: Bridor’s recipes are created by master
French bakers and are manufactured in France.
Products with rich aromas
As a croissant pastry specialist, Bridor finds its inspiration
in traditional French baking, which values less haste,
finer flavour, and moderation. During the manufacturing
process, the pastry rests for several hours to give the
buttery aroma time to develop, ensuring a finished
product that has the delicious scent of fresh butter.
Rigorously selected ingredients
Bridor only selects the best ingredients: for example,
pastries are always all-butter, hydrogenated fats are never
used, and flour is purchased from French mills. It is these
carefully chosen ingredients, as well as Bridor’s expert
manufacturing, which guarantees you exceptionally tasty
and flaky pastries.

Spring into summer Taste the season’s...
...5 new products from Puratos
3 Satin Crème Cake Summer
Berries Mix – a delicious blend of
strawberries and blueberries

3 Topfil Select Blackcurrant and
Hibiscus – juicy blackcurrants
with a hint of hibiscus

3 Satin Crème Cake Buckwheat
– ancient grains bringing a
fantastic taste and texture

3 Topfil Select Strawberry,
Cucumber and Mint – that
classic summer combination

NEW Puratos Scone
3 Delicious scone mix with
buttery notes, suitable for
vegans with no compromise
on taste and texture

Info_uk@puratos.com T: +441280 822860 F: +441280 822857
Puratos Ltd, Buckingham Industrial Park, Buckingham MK18 1XT
For more information and recipe ideas logon to www.puratos.co.uk
*Offer valid 01/04/19 – 31/05/19 applicable to Satin Crème Cake Summer Berries Mix 12.5kg and Satin Crème Cake Buckwheat Mix 12.5kg
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Satisfaction in every bite
Our mouth-watering Meatball Marinara Lattice is packed
full with Italian-style meatballs and melted cheese in a rich,
zesty tomato sauce. Encased in delicate golden puff pastry,
it’s bound to satisfy your customers.

Quality Wholesome Food

Wrights Food Group, Weston Road, Crewe, Cheshire, CW1 6XQ | 01270 504 300 | www.wrightsfoodgroup.com
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baking
IS ON THE RISE!
In this day and age, people across the
globe are leading busier lives than
ever and have schedules filled to the
brim with work-related appointments,
family commitments and social plans
with friends. It’s no wonder then, that
the demand for things to eat whilst on
the move is increasing.

Research carried out by IGD has estimated that the
UK’s food-to-go market will be worth a whopping £23.5
billion by 2022, with some of the specialist retailers such
as Greggs and Pret looking on course to overtake quick
service restaurants.
With such exciting growth on the cards, now is the
perfect opportunity to make sure that your product
range is well-positioned to make the most of this
lucrative offering. You can expect to see a number of
trends become more and more popular, so let’s take a
look at the things that you should try and capitalise on.
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SAVOURY SNACKING
Food industry experts have backed savoury snacking as an area
with a lot of potential. FOLLOWING ON FROM A 4% GROWTH
IN 2017, the number of out-of-home bakery occasions is also on
the rise for total meals and snacks. Research has found that the
highest-selling treat is the cheese twist, which actually makes
up over half of the savoury segment all by itself. If your current
offering doesn’t feature cheese twists then you might want to
think about including them!

TIMING IS
IMPORTANT
Of course, breakfast time might be a
popular period for selling baked goods,
but as we all know, having a supply of
both sweet and savoury freshly baked
goods throughout the day is crucial,
especially as we head into the weekend
when people are more likely to indulge.
Be sure to check out the rest of this
edition of In the Mix and our fantastic
offers to help you plan and expand
your range.

COFFEE IS KING
In April's edition of In the Mix, we talked
about the different ways that coffee can be
included to create some deliciously unique
bakes. Well, statistics published by IGD
stated that almost 60% of the time, a hot
drink is purchased alongside a sweet bake.
Ensuring that your clients have the choice
of some high-quality beverages such as
coffee or hot chocolate can help to present
a massive incremental sales opportunity.
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Little Treats

Heavenly Bakes

NEW to BAKO this month are Giant Biscuits
from Little Treats. Anything but kid sized these biscuits are the ultimate hunger stoppers!
Available in Bourbon, Custard Cream and
Jammy Sandwich varieties.

We're extending our range of Gluten and
Vegan 'Food to Go' with a new selection from
the Heavenly Bake Company. These individually
wrapped bars are shelf ready and come in 6
varieties: Honeycomb Tiffin, Muesli Breakfast,
Chocolate Mallow, Salted Caramel, Chocolate
Brownie and Oaty Flapjack.

Bridor

Delifrance

We are pleased to introduce Bridor's new pastry,
a maple filled Danish pastry topped with pecan
nuts. Using the finest ingredients, these French
inspired all-butter pastries are a sweet and sticky
treat, perfect for breakfast offerings or throughout
the afternoon.

Vegan Breakfast offerings are sorted this
month with the launch of our new Croissant
range from Delifrance.
Made from Spelt Flour and available in either
Blueberry or Quinoa - they're simply delicious!

NEWS

easy vegan
bakes for
spring
Macphie Vegan Cake
Mixes & Frostings
The new vegan cake mixes require
only the addition of vegetable oil,
glycerine and water for a light and
airy plain or chocolate sponge that
delivers quality without compromise
that everyone can enjoy.
Treat your customers to some indulgent
and on-trend cakes, with the recognised
mark of vegan certification.
Available in:
• Vegan Cake Mix Range:
Plain & Chocolate | 12.5kg
• Vegan Frostings Range:
Vanilla & Chocolate | 5kg

Did you know...
• Over 3.5 million people in the UK
now identify as vegan*
• More than half of British adults
are now adopting vegan buying
behaviour*
• Over 237% more dishes are
flagged as vegan on menus*
Are you ready for the demand?

for more inspiring recipe ideas visit macphie.com

Serving suggestion

MacphieUK | 0800 085 9800

Macphie Ltd, Glenbervie, Stonehaven, AB39 3YG, Scotland
www.macphie.com
*Source: MCA Menu & Food Trend Report 2018
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TRY OUR AMAZING

RUM & RAISIN SCONE
These easy to bake delicious rum raisin scones
are great as an afternoon treat

Instructions
Mix water and BAKO Select Rum
Flavour together in a jug to achieve
even distribution of the rum in the
scone dough.

Ingredients
1kg Scone Mix (94171)
435g water
15g Rum Flavour (51090)
218g Californian Raisins (31359)

Add the water and mix over 1 minute on
1st speed, scrape down.

To Decorate

Mix for a further 2 1/2 mins on 1st speed.

Liquid Egg for glazing (94045)

Once the dough is mixed add the
Californian raisins to the machine bowl,
blend raisins into the dough on 1st speed,
taking care not to over mix and damage
the fruit.

Available from BAKO Select

Place the dough on a lightly floured
surface and pin out to around 15mm thick.
Rest for further 5 minutes.
Cut the scones out with the required size
cutter and place onto the silicone paper
lined baking sheet.
Glaze with Liquid Egg.
Rest for 15 mins prior to baking.
Re-glaze prior to baking.
Bake at 225°C for 15 minutes.
(This many be dependant on equipment).

Discover our new
delicious croissants

Spelt and Quinoa Vegan Croissant 32169
A delicious croissant made from spelt flour
with a quinoa topping for a crunchy finish

Blueberry Vegan Croissant 32168

An indulgent blueberry filled croissant made from spelt flour
and topped with sunflower, poppy seeds, brown and yellow linseeds
100g 48 units/box

www.delifrance.co.uk
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80g 56 Units/Box

BAKO PROUD TO
SUPPORT NATIONAL
DOUGHNUT WEEK
Filly Vanilli Doughnut

£2.00

NEWS

National
Doughnut
Week

DONATED TO THE
CHILDRENS TRUST ON
BAKER&BAKER
DOUGHNUT
CASES!

Filly Cocoa Crème Doughnut
Topped with rich chocolate coating with white
chocolate stripes and filled with indulgent
chocolate crème sauce.
Code: 88287 • Case Size: 48x75g
Price per case: £18.99 • ONLY 40p each

Crispy Caramel Doughnut

Filly Berry Doughnut

Freephone: 0800 783 4697 I www.csmbakerysolutions.com
Freephone: 0800 783 4697 I www.csmbakerysolutions.com
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94111

94112

94114

94111

94115

94116

94115

Cheese & Onion Slice 30 x 180g

Steak Slice

94112

94116

30 x 180g
Tender pieces of chicken breast in a creamy
mushroom sauce wrapped in light puff pastry

30 x 180g
A delicious medley of diced vegetables in a
lightly seasoned creamy sauce wrapped in
light puff pastry

94114

94134

30 x 180g
Succulent pieces of Chicken breast in a
creamy béchamel sauce wrapped in light
puff pastry

30 x 180g
Tender pieces of Chicken Breast in a
spicy Indian curry sauce wrapped in light
puff pastry

Freshly chopped onion, mature cheddar
cheese and creamy mashed potato wrapped
in light puff pastry

Chicken & Mushroom Slice

Chicken Slice

30 x 180g
Tender pieces of steak in a rich beef and
onion gravy seasoned with a touch of Dijon
mustard, wrapped in a light puff pastry

Vegetable Slice

Chicken Curry Slice

For further technical and usage information
visit bakoselect.co.uk
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94134

The buds are in an advanced state and it is important
that we avoid any late frost. Work continues in the
orchards and there is a need to feed the trees by adding
essential nutrients by spraying to keep them healthy
and enhance yields of quality fruit later in the year.

If you’re always on the lookout for new ideas to
incorporate into your baking then we have got some
good news for you. Sales on treats featuring flavours
from across the world are on the up, with an increased
number of consumers enjoying middle eastern flavours,
driven by the desire to try ‘the next big thing’. If you’re
interested in expanding your offering with some unique
tastes from around the world, here are a few herbs and
spices that are proving popular in bread:

Bees, housed in hives can be added to the orchards
later to help pollination, however some growers argue
that the majority of pollination is actually done by wind
transfer from tree to tree.

ANISEED

The orchards are now starting to show signs of
life and growth after being in a dormant state
throughout the winter.

At Mackle Apple we process more than 10,000 tonnes
of Bramley Apples per year which are supplied mainly
to the Bakery sector. A good proportion of apple is used
in our `Natural Apple` product which
has become very popular with
bakers and caterers due to its
homemade taste.

NEWS

MACKLE
APPLE

THE BEST THING
SINCE SPICED BREAD

BASIL
CARAWAY SEEDS
CARDAMOM
CINNAMON
ROSEMARY

••

••

••

Entice your customers with your own indulgent range of donuts

••

•

••

••

••

••••

••••••

••

••

••

••

••

••

•

Dawn ® has a donut solution that is perfect for you, including:
- Donut Mixes, Bases and Concentrates that enable you to create products in any format,
shape or size!

••

Chef, Author &
Broadcaster

••

WITH GERARD BAKER

••••••••

•••••

•••

•••••

••

••

••

LL

S FOR A
KE

••

BA

••••••••
•••
••

••

••

••

•

•

IT’S DELICIOUS DONUT SEASON!

••

•

Sign up at dawnfoods.com
to get monthly insights &
articles from chef & celebrity
broadcaster Gerard Baker, plus
great recipes and giveaways.

01386 760843

- Ready-to-Serve; choose from our plain ring donuts that you can decorate yourself, or our
premium topped and filled range with delicious flavours and textures that are guaranteed
to satisfy.
Create a signature range that suits your customers, top or ice with our eye-catching frostings and
icings or fill with our range of fruit fillings or dessert mixes to add delicious flavours.
Visit our website for recipe inspiration and trends: dawnfoods.com

dawnfoods.com

Providing the ingredients for life’s sweet moments
To order contact your BAKO representative or your local depot for stock availability.
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The home of...

4
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2
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GLU
TEN VEG
AN
FRE
E

heavenly
eye catching

SIx
varieties,
individually wrapped bars, 20 units packed in
shelf ready packaging.
an
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1

HONEYCOMB TIFFIN TEMPTATIONS

Gluten
Free

suitable for
vegetarians

4

Salted Caramel Sensations

Gluten
Free

suitable for
vegetarians

2

Muesli Breakfast bounties

Gluten
Free

suitable for
Vegan diet

5

Chocolate brownie beauties

Gluten
Free

suitable for
vegetarians

3

Chocolate Mallow Marvels

Gluten
Free

suitable for
Vegan diet

6

Oaty flapjack Fascinations

No refined
sugar

Source of
Fibre

Gluten
Free

suitable for
Vegan diet

Spring time is upon us, and you know what that means? It’s a time where
people feel more inclined to indulge themselves and enjoy tasty sweet
treats on longer afternoons spent with friends and family.
Luckily, we’ve got some fantastic offers as usual. Why not
stock up on a range of cake and scone mixes from Puratos
on page 20? The perfect addition to afternoon tea for your
customers and their close ones.

Finally, make sure that you don’t miss out on any of our
bulk deals featured on pages 24 & 25. Choose from baking
essentials including sugar, margarine and sultanas.
Once they’re gone, they’re gone!

For the chocolate lovers, we’ve got deals on chocolate bars
from the leading brands including Mars, Twix and Snickers.
The ideal lunch box sized treats that are loved by many.
And, to cater for those with special dietary requirements,
take advantage of deals on gluten free bars from
The Heavenly Bake Company.

Cheryl Hope
Group Head of Commercial

DEAL

DEAL OF THE MONTH

TO YOUR EXCLUSIVE
MONTHLY OFFERS

40P

PER
DONUT

MONTH

88287

Cocoa Crėme

88288

Caramel

Topped &
Filled Donuts

18

£

.99

88286

Filly Berry

48 x 75g

88287

Filly Cocoa Crėme

48 x 75g

88288

Filly Crispy Caramel

48 x 65g

88289

Filly Vanilla

48 x 75g

88289

Vanilla

£2.00 OF EACH SALE WILL BE DONATED TO CHARITY
TO SNAP UP EVEN MORE FANTASTIC DEALS AS THEY HAPPEN, DON’T FORGET TO SIGN UP FOR OUR WEEKLY E-SHOTS

17

52442

Premium Crystal
Glaze

Donut Mix

£

ONLY

ONLY

14

7kg

.99

28

12.5kg

£

49959

Majestic Donut Mix

48034

Heritage Donut Mix

.99

NEW
Giant Biscuits

ONLY

75109

18

8

£

.50

Giant Bourbon Biscuit

Pack 14

75166

Giant Custard Cream Biscuit

Pack 14

71567

Giant Jammy Sandwich Biscuit

Pack 14

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

92244 Baby Blue

92229 Yellow

92238 Pink

92241 Fuchsia

92250 Lincoln Green

92231 Poppy Red

92232 Jet Black

92236 Teddy Bear Brown

92239 Navy Blue

92240 Turquoise

ONLY

10

£
92244

.99

Baby Blue

12 x 250g

92229

Yellow

12 x 250g

92238

Pink

12 x 250g

92241

Fuchsia

12 x 250g

92250

Lincoln Green

12 x 250g

92231

Poppy Red

12 x 250g

92232

Jet Black

12 x 250g

92236

Teddy Bear Brown

12 x 250g

92239

Navy Blue

12 x 250g

92240

Turquoise

12 x 250g

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.
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81739

Scone Mix

20263

Maple &
Pecan Delice

£

ONLY

ONLY

29

70 x 90g

.99

24

15kg

£

.99

Cake Mixes & Topfil

FROM ONLY

.99
25.99

Satin Crème Buckwheat

12.5kg

£

81740

Satin Crème Berries

12.5kg

£

82276

Topfil Select Strawberry, Mint & Cucumber

4 x 3kg

£

82277

Topfil Select Blackcurrant & Hibiscus

4 x 3kg

£

81738

20

25

£

25.99
49.99
54.99

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

77076

Melia Brioche Mix
- Palm Oil Free

FROM ONLY

16

£

12.5kg

1 bag
3 bags
6 bags
9 bags

.99
18.99

£

17.99

Save
£ .00

17.49

Save
£ .00

16.99

Save
£
.00

£
£
£

3
9

18

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

21

BAKO Slices
FROM ONLY

94111

14
Cheese & Onion Slice

30 x 180g

£

94112

Chicken & Mushroom Slice

30 x 180g

£

94114

Chicken Slice

30 x 180g

£

94115

Steak Slice

30 x 180g

£

94116

Vegetable Slice

30 x 180g

£

94134

Chicken Curry Slice

30 x 180g

£

£

FROM

47P
PER SLICE

.00
Per Case

14.00
15.00
15.50
17.50
15.50
16.50

VEG
A

N

Vegan Croissants

FROM ONLY

32169
32168

22

14

£

.99

32168

Blueberry

Vegan Spelt & Quinoa Croissant

56 x 80g

£

14.99

Vegan Blueberry

48 x 100g

£

17.99

32169

Spelt & Quinoa

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

83281

51090

Meatball
Marinara
Lattice

Rum Flavouring

ONLY

4

1kg

£

.99

22066

Scone Mix

£

.50

60P PER
LATTICE

ONLY

ONLY

21

36 x 175g

GREAT
PRICE

13

12.5kg

£

.99

NEW

FROM ONLY

8

£

.40
8.40

£

17.99

£

16.80

£

16.64

£

12.39

£

£

10501

Kitkat (4 Fingers)

24 x 41.5g

10502

Maltesers

40 x 37g

£

10503

Mars Bar

48 x 51g

£

10504

Snickers

48 x 48g

£

10505

Twix

32 x 50g

£

2 for

15.99
2 for

32.99
2 for

31.99
2 for

31.99
2 for

22.99

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

23

T
E
L
L
A
P
S
DEAL

WHEN IT'S GONE,
IT'S GONE

94088

Cake Margarine
12.5kg

BUL
DEA K
L

23121

HPKO 90
80 x 12.5kg

LIMITED STOCKS, ORDER NOW

BUL
DEA K
L

PLEASE SEE YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

32605

Skimmed
Milk Powder
40 x 25kg

24

BUL
DEA K
L

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

K
BULL
S
DEA

WHEN IT'S GONE,
IT'S GONE

ONLY

Soft Brown Sugar
94069

Light Soft Brown Sugar

25kg

94070

Dark Soft Brown Sugar

25kg

BUL
DEA K
L

LIMITED STOCKS, ORDER NOW

PLEASE SEE YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

12019

31120

20 Litres

Std 9's 80 x 12.5kg

Rapeseed Oil

Turkish Sultanas

BUL
DEA K
L
Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

BUL
DEA K
L

25

Vegan Frosting

Vegan Muffin Mix

VEG
A

VEG
A

N

£

.99

44371

ONLY

ONLY

21

5kg

N

Vanilla

33

12.5kg

£

.99

44370

Vegan Chocolate Frosting

44368

Vegan Plain Muffin Mix

44371

Vegan Vanilla Frosting

44369

Vegan Chocolate Muffin Mix

44369

Plain

NEW
Gluten Free & Vegan Bars

GLU
T
FRE EN
E

ONLY

12

£

26

.00

70422

Gluten Free Salted Caramel Flapjack Bar

20 x 44g

70423

Gluten Free + Vegan Chocolate Mallow Bar

20 x 44g

70424

Gluten Free Brownie Bar

20 x 44g

70425

Gluten Free + Vegan Muesli Bar

20 x 44g

70426

Gluten Free + Vegan Oaty Flapjack Bar

20 x 44g

70427

Gluten Free Honeycomb Tiffin Bar

20 x 44g

Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

VEG
A

N

CONTACTS

CONTACT INFORMATION
If you need to contact your local depot for information about ordering,
product ranges or anything else, please contact us using the details below:

BAKO NORTHERN
& SCOTLAND

BAKO SOUTH EASTERN

Mill Road, Littleburn Industrial Estate,
Langley Moor, Durham, DH7 8HR
T: 01913 780088
bakonorthern.co.uk

1-6 Merton Industrial Park,
Lee Road, London,
SW19 3XX
T: 02084 170540
bakose.co.uk

BAKO NORTH WESTERN

BAKO £50K CHALLENGE

74 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Longridge Road, Preston,
Lancashire, PR2 5BE

in aid of Macmillan
Cancer Support
www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/bakonw50k

T: 01772 664300
bakonw.co.uk

BREAK
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CALENDAR
MAY
11

World Fair trade Day

11 - 18

The Children’s Trust
National Doughnut Week

13 - 19

National Vegetarian Week

19 - 26

British Sandwich Week

27

I N T HE

